Abstract. Let B be the operation of re-ordering a sequence by one pass of bubble sort. We completely answer the question of when the inverse image of a principal pattern class under B is a pattern class.
Introduction
Bubble sort is an elementary (and inefficient) sorting algorithm that proceeds in a number of passes. In each pass the sequence to be sorted is scanned from left to right. In any pass every item found to be greater than the item immediately to its right is exchanged with this item. As the algorithm proceeds items move to the right (bubble up the sequence) until blocked by some larger item. In general, many passes are required before the sorting is complete. In this paper we are interested in the permutational effect of a single pass of bubble sort. We shall see that this effect has some unexpected connections with the theory of permutation patterns. But before stating our results we need to define our terms more precisely.
We shall only consider sequences of distinct terms. Such a sequence is order isomorphic to a unique permutation and the bubble sort algorithm would process this permutation in the same way as it processes the original sequence. We state many of our results in the language of permutations; this gains clarity without losing generality.
All permutations in the paper are on the set of terms {1, . . . , n} for some n ≥ 1. Roman letters denote single terms of a sequence and greek letters denote (possibly empty) sequences. Notation such as a > β is shorthand for a > b for all terms b of β.
The operator B that describes the effect of a single pass of bubble sort is easily seen to have the following recursive definition. For the empty sequence we have B( ) = and for non-empty sequences σ written as σ = σ 1 mσ 2 where m is the maximal term, we have B(σ) = B(σ 1 )σ 2 m.
An alternative definition of B is furnished by the easily proved Lemma 1. If σ = n 1 λ 1 n 2 λ 2 · · · n k λ k where n 1 , . . . , n k are the left to right maxima of σ then
The other concept we need is that of a pattern class of permutations. We shall write α ⊆ β to denote that α is a subsequence of β (although not necessarily a consecutive subsequence). We say that a permutation σ is a subpermutation of a permutation τ if τ has a subsequence that is order isomorphic to σ, and denote this by σ τ . For example, 312 24153 because 413 ⊆ 24153. The subpermutation relation is a partial order and it is studied through its downsets which are called pattern classes. Each pattern class D can be characterised by the minimal set M of permutations that it avoids: Proof. Let σ = σ 1 mσ 2 be a permutation with largest term m. Then σ is sorted by B if and only if σ 1 is sorted by B, σ 2 is increasing, and σ 1 < σ 2 . But, by induction on |σ|, this occurs if and only if σ 1 avoids 231 and 321, σ 2 is increasing, and σ 1 < σ 2 , which is if and only if σ itself avoids 231 and 321.
This result, which characterises the permutations sortable by a single pass of bubble sort, can be expressed in another way using the fact that the increasing permutations are precisely those that avoid the permutation 21:
At this point it is convenient to contrast the sorting operator B with a similar operator S introduced by Julian West [3] . The definition of S on permutations of length n is
with S( ) = . West introduced this operator in the context of sorting via one pass through a stack. Here the permutations that S can sort are precisely those of Av(231). The effect of composing the operator S with itself has been studied extensively [1, 2, 4] .
It is natural to ask questions about the compositions of such operators. One such question is: which permutations can be sorted by applying B then S?
In other words what is the set
In this note we shall answer a much more general question. We shall determine the permutations π for which B −1 (Av(π)) is a pattern class and, when it is, give its basis.
Results
Our results are stated in terms of the number of left to right maxima of a permutation π. We begin with a result that shows that it is rare for B −1 (Av(π)) to be a pattern class. In this result (and subsequently) we write n + for n + 1 for typographical convenience.
Theorem 3.
If π is a permutation with at least three left to right maxima, the third of which is not the final symbol of π, then B −1 (Av(π)) is not a pattern class.
Proof. We begin by noting that, if π has length n and does not end with its maximal element, then B −1 (Av(π)) = B −1 (Av(πn + )). The reason for this is that, if σ = αmβ is a permutation with m = max(σ), then we have
where the last equivalence is a consequence of π not ending with n.
Now let π be a permutation of length n with at least three left to right maxima the third of which is not its final term. By the first remark of the proof we may (by appending a new maximal element to π if necessary) assume that π ends with its largest term. Thus we may take π to have the form π = aαbβcγn where a, b, c are the first three left to right maxima of π and γn is nonempty. Consider the pair of permutations θ 1 = baαnβcγ and θ 2 = n + θ 1 . Then, as B(θ 1 ) = π, θ 1 ∈ B −1 (Av(π)). On the other hand, if there were an embedding of π into B(θ 2 ) = baαnβcγn + , aαb could not map onto baα and so, as B(θ 2 ) is only one term longer than π, bβcγn would map onto nβcγn + which is impossible as b < c but n > c. Thus B(θ 2 ) does not contain π and so θ 2 ∈ B −1 (Av(π)). Since θ 1 θ 2 we have proved that B −1 (Av(π)) is not a pattern class.
In the remainder of this section we shall prove a series of results that yield a strong converse of Theorem 3. We shall not only show that B −1 (Av(π)) is a pattern class for all permutations π not covered by Theorem 3 but will display an explicit basis. There are several cases to consider but our basic methodology is to identify sets of permutations R to which the following lemma can be applied.
Lemma 4. Let π be any permutation. If there exists a set R of permutations such that for any permutation σ:
) is a pattern class. Furthermore if R is a minimal set with these properties then R is the basis of B −1 (Av(π)).
Proof. The two conditions say that ρ σ for some ρ ∈ R if and only if π B(σ). However
In other words ρ σ for all ρ ∈ R if and only if σ ∈ B −1 (Av(π)). This shows that B −1 (Av(π)) is a downset in the subpermutation order, i.e. a pattern class. It also shows that, if R is minimal, it is the basis of B −1 (Av(π)).
We first dispose of two trivial cases:
Proposition 5. If π is the permutation of length 1 then B −1 (Av(π)) is empty. If π = 12 then B −1 (Av(π)) consists of the permutation 1 alone.
Proof. The first statement is trivial because Av(π) is empty. In the second case, if a permutation σ lies in B −1 (Av(12)) then B(σ) is decreasing. But B(σ) ends with its maximal term and hence |B(σ)| = 1.
We next consider the general case that π has a single left to right maximum. To do this we prove the following two lemmas which verify the two conditions of Lemma 4.
Lemma 6. Let σ, aλ be sequences both of length greater than 1 such that aλ begins with its largest term and such that aλ ⊆ B(σ). Then there exists b > a such that σ contains one of abλ and baλ.
Proof. We shall prove the result by induction on |σ|. If |σ| = 2 the result is vacuously true since aλ ⊆ B(σ) is possible only if λ is empty (as B(σ) ends with its maximal term) and this is impossible as |aλ| > 1.
So now assume that |σ| > 2 and that the result holds for sequences shorter than σ. Writing σ = σ 1 mσ 2 , where m is the largest term of σ, we have aλ ⊆ B(σ 1 )σ 2 m. In fact, as aλ does not end with its largest term, we have aλ ⊆ B(σ 1 )σ 2 . We consider the various ways in which aλ can lie across B(σ 1 )σ 2 .
Suppose first that λ = λ 1 λ 2 with λ 1 non-empty and that aλ 1 ⊆ B(σ 1 ) and λ 2 ⊆ σ 2 . Since σ 1 is shorter than σ the inductive hypothesis applies and it proves that, for some b > a, σ 1 contains one of abλ 1 and baλ 1 . But then σ = σ 1 mσ 2 contains one of abλ 1 λ 2 and baλ 1 λ 2 .
Suppose next that a ⊆ B(σ 1 ) and that λ ⊆ σ 2 . Then amλ ⊆ σ 1 mσ 2 = σ.
Finally suppose that aλ ⊆ σ 2 . Then maλ ⊆ mσ 2 ⊆ σ.
Lemma 7. Let λ be any sequence and a, b values with b > a > λ. If σ is a sequence that contains either of abλ or baλ then aλ is contained in B(σ).
Proof. If baλ ⊆ σ then no symbol of aλ can be a left to right maximum of σ. However Lemma 1 implies that B preserves the order of symbols that are not left to right maxima; hence aλ ⊆ B(σ). This argument would apply to the case abλ ⊆ σ if a was not a left to right maximum (obviously the symbols of λ cannot be left to right maxima). However if a was a left to right maximum then b or some symbol between a and b must also be a left to right maximum. By Lemma 1 again this other left to right maximum precedes λ in σ and therefore a precedes λ in B(σ).
Lemmas 4, 6, 7 now handle the case of permutations with just one left to right maximum: Proposition 8. Suppose that π = nα has length greater than 1 and begins with its maximal element. Then B −1 (Av(π)) is a pattern class with basis
Corollary 9. If π = mαn has only two left to right maxima, namely m and n, then B −1 (Av(π)) is a pattern class with basis
Proof. Note that mα does not end with its maximum element whereas any permutation B(σ) does end with its maximum element. This means that mα B(σ) =⇒ mαn B(σ). Hence
Thus B −1 (Av(mαn)) = B −1 (Av(mα)) and the result follows from the previous proposition.
Before treating the case that π has two or three left to right maxima we introduce a variant of the standard diagrammatic way of displaying permutations which will be a helpful aid in understanding the bases of the pattern classes B −1 (Av(π)). Every permutation σ = s 1 · · · s n can be represented by its graph of points (i, s i ) drawn in the plane. To specify a permutation, only the vertical and horizontal orders of points matter rather than their precise values and so these graphs are useful tools for arguing about subpermutations. For example the graph of Figure 1 shows the permutation 3152746 together with a subpermutation.
In these permutation diagrams no two points can be vertically aligned or horizontally aligned since then their positional order or their value order would be ambiguous. However, if we want diagrams to display a set of permutations we can exploit this very ambiguity. For example Figure 2 represents a set of 4 permutations because two points lie on the same horizontal line and two lie on the same vertical line. Our major use of this notation is in Figure 3 . On the left this shows a permutation π with two left to right maxima (the upper left quadrant being empty). On the right it shows a set of permutations R(π). The two white points lie anywhere in the range indicated. These permutations are extensions of π. In all but four cases they are 2-point extensions. However it is permitted that the white points can coalesce (in a point in the top left corner) and then the diagram represents four 1-point extensions of π. This set of permutations (or, more precisely, the minimal permutations of the set) will turn out to be the basis of B −1 (Av(π)) (except when β is empty).
Lemma 10. Let σ, aλbµ be sequences such that a and b are the only two left to right maxima of aλbµ with µ non-empty and such that aλbµ ⊆ B(σ). Let π be the permutation order isomorphic to aλbµ. Then σ contains a sequence order isomorphic to one of the members of R(π).
Proof. We shall prove that σ has a subsequence of the form axλ 1 yλ 2 zµ or xaλ 1 yλ 2 zµ where
y and z are the two largest terms of this sequence, (4) if a precedes x and λ 1 is empty, then x and y are the same term.
Such a subsequence is indeed isomorphic to a permutation in R(π): the subsequence aλ 1 λ 2 z = aλz is order isomorphic to π and x, y play the roles of the two white points in Figure 3 .
We shall use induction on the length of σ. The inductive base is provided by the vacuous cases |σ| ≤ 3 so we now assume that |σ| > 3 and that the result is true for shorter sequences (and any appropriate sequences aλbµ).
Writing σ = σ 1 mσ 2 , where m is the largest term of σ, we have aλbµ ⊆ B(σ 1 )σ 2 m. In fact, as aλbµ does not end with its largest term, we have aλbµ ⊆ B(σ 1 )σ 2 . We consider the various ways in which aλbµ can lie across B(σ 1 )σ 2 .
Case 1. aλbµ 1 ⊆ B(σ 1 ) and µ 2 ⊆ σ 2 for some partition µ = µ 1 µ 2 with µ 1 non-empty. Here the inductive hypothesis applies and yields a subsequence of σ 1 of the form axλ 1 yλ 2 zµ 1 or xaλ 1 yλ 2 zµ 2 to which the subsequence µ 2 of σ 2 may be appended to obtain a subsequence of σ of the required form.
Case 2. aλb ⊆ B(σ 1 ) and µ ⊆ σ 2 . Here σ 1 cannot have length 1 and so Lemma 6 shows that σ 1 has a subsequence atλ or taλ for some t > a.
Either b lies to the left of λ in σ 1 , in which case we can take it to play the roles of both x and y, or it lies between two terms of λ or to the right of λ and, in this case, we take it in the role of y and take t in the role of x. We can append to this sequence the subsequence mµ of σ 2 , with m playing the role of z. This gives the required subsequence.
Case 3. aλ 1 ⊆ B(σ 1 ) and λ 2 bµ ⊆ σ 2 for some partition λ = λ 1 λ 2 with λ 1 non-empty. Because λ 1 is non-empty, |σ 1 | has length greater than 1 and Lemma 6 applies to show that σ 1 has a subsequence axλ 1 or xaλ 1 for some x > a. To this sequence we can append the subsequence mλ 2 bµ, take m and b in the roles of y and z and obtain a sequence of the required type.
Case 4. a ⊆ B(σ 1 ) and λbµ ⊆ σ 2 . Here amλbµ is a subsequence of σ. This is a case where the roles of x and y are both played by m.
Case 5. aλbµ ⊆ σ 2 . Here maλbµ is a subsequence of σ and m again plays the roles of x and y.
Lemma 11. Let π be a permutation with exactly two left to right maxima and not ending in its largest element (so of the type displayed in Figure 3 ). Suppose that σ contains a subsequence order isomorphic to a permutation in R(π). Then B(σ) contains a sequence order isomorphic to π.
Proof. We use two principles that follow from Lemma 1 regarding the transformation of σ into B(σ):
(1) every subsequence of σ whose terms are not left to right maxima is transformed into the same subsequence, and (2) if ψ 1 mψ 2 is a subsequence of σ such that m is the only left to right maxima of σ in the subsequence, then, in B(σ), the immediately preceding left to right maximum of σ lies between ψ 1 and ψ 2 .
Let axλ 1 yλ 2 bµ or xaλ 1 yλ 2 bµ be a subsequence of σ that is order isomorphic to a permutation of R(π). Here aλ 1 λ 2 bµ = aλbµ is order isomorphic to π. Indeed a, b correspond to the black points in either diagram of Figure 3 , x, y correspond to the white points in the righthand diagram, λ corresponds to α, and µ corresponds to β.
By (1) above λµ will be a subsequence of B(σ) since no term in this subsequence of σ is a left to right maximum (not even a left to right maximum of axλ 1 yλ 2 bµ or xaλ 1 yλ 2 bµ).
Also a will precede λµ in B(σ). This follows from (1) if a is not a left to right maximum of σ. However, if a is a left to right maximum, then a precedes x in σ; but then x is either a left to right maximum also, or there is another left to right maximum between a and x and we can appeal to (2) above.
Finally we show that, in B(σ), there is a term between λ and µ that, even if it is not b itself, plays the role of b in that it exceeds every term of µ. If b is not a left to right maximum of σ then, by (1), it will itself be positioned between λ and µ in B(σ). So we suppose that b is a left to right maximum of σ and let b * be the immediately preceding left to right maximum. Then, by (2) , b * will lie between λ and µ in B(σ) so it is now sufficient to show that b * ≥ y (since y > µ). Indeed b * < y is impossible; for either y would precede b * and then b * would not be a left to right maximum, or b * would precede y and then b * would not be the left to right maxima that immediately preceded b.
Hence B(σ) contains π.
Now Lemmas 4, 10 and 11 prove
Proposition 12. Let π be a permutation of length n, with exactly two left to right maxima but not ending in its maximal symbol. Then B −1 (Av(π)) is a pattern class whose basis is the set of minimal permutations in R(π).
Corollary 13. If π = aαbβc has exactly three left to right maxima, namely a, b and c, and β is non-empty then
Proof. Note that aαbβ does not end with its maximum element and therefore we may use the same proof as in Corollary 9.
There remains just one case: when π = aαbβn has exactly three left to right maxima as in Corollary 13 but when β is empty. Here a = n − 2 and b = n − 1 (written as n −− and n − for typographical brevity). This case is treated in the following proposition which is proved by the same approach followed in Propositions 8 and 12.
Proposition 14. Let π be a permutation of the form π = n −− α n − n. Then
Conclusion and open problems
This paper has characterised the principal pattern classes Av(π) for which B −1 (Av(π)) is a pattern class. It has given a criterion in terms of left to right maxima of π and we call such permutations "good". For non-principal pattern classes far less is known although the following easy result holds:
Proposition 15. Let Π be any set of good permutations then
Proof.
Of course this result proves not only that, when Π contains only good permutations, B −1 (Π) is a pattern class but it also allows its basis to be described (as the set of minimal permutations in the union of bases of the pattern classes B −1 (Av(π))).
Problem 1.
Find necessary and sufficient conditions on a set of permutations Π to guarantee that B −1 (Av(Π)) is a pattern class.
Pattern class research is often concerned with the enumeration question: how many permutations of length n does a particular pattern class contain. For principal pattern classes Av(π) no enumerations are known when |π| > 4 and so it would be unrealistic to hope that many pattern classes of the form B −1 (Av(π)) could be enumerated. However a cruder question can be asked. Every pattern class P has an upper growth rate g(P) defined as lim sup n→∞ n √ a n (a n being the number of permutations in P of length n).
Problem 2. Suppose that P and B −1 (P) are both pattern classes. How is g(B −1 (P)) related to g(P)?
We end with two observations about composing sorting operators. For the operator SB mentioned in Section 1 we have Proposition 16. The set of permutations sortable by the operator SB is the pattern class Av(3241, 2341, 4231, 2431).
Proof. (SB) −1 (Av(21)) = B −1 S −1 (Av(21)) = B −1 (Av(231)) and now the result follows from Proposition 12.
ON THE INVERSE IMAGE OF PATTERN CLASSES UNDER BUBBLE SORT11
Proposition 17. The set of permutations sortable with k passes of bubble sort, namely (B k ) −1 (Av(21)), is a pattern class whose basis is the set of (k + 1)! permutations of length k + 2 whose final term is 1.
Proof. Let Γ k denote the set of all permutations of length k + 2 that end with the term 1. Then it is easily seen that σ ∈ Av(Γ k ) ⇐⇒ B(σ) ∈ Av(Γ k−1 ) and hence that σ ∈ Av(Γ k ) ⇐⇒ B k (σ) ∈ Av(Γ 0 ) = Av(21).
The proof of this result has a slight bearing on Problem 1. The set Γ 2 contains 2341 which is not a good permutation. Nevertheless B −1 (Av(Γ 2 )) = Av(Γ 3 ) is a pattern class. Hence the necessary and sufficient condition asked for in Problem 1 is more subtle than the condition that Π consists entirely of good permutations.
Finally, we note that the pattern classes featuring in these propositions have been enumerated. Our calculations show that the number of permutations of length n in Av(3241, 2341, 4231, 2431) is 2n−2 n−1 and it is well-known that there are k n−k k! permutations of length n in Av(Γ k−1 ).
